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Are facts starting to get in the way of a good story?

 The bounce in risk assets & bond yields could run further if the hope that Europe’s policy-makers have suddenly 
got serious turns to reality.  

 We show that AUD bonds already look to be under some pressure, and RBA pricing seems to be slowly receding.  

 But we still prefer to contain short positions to the very front end of the AUD curve, and to relative bets against 
NZD swap and US Treasuries.  

 

Volatility remains high and wild swings in all sorts of markets are now the 
norm.  The Dow Jones seems to have been fluctuating in a broad 1000 
point range since mid August.  But we have made new lows for 
Treasuries and the AUD in the past week – the first for as long as we 
care to look back, and the latter for nine months (12 months trade-
weighted).  Meanwhile, credit spreads widened as concerns over 
Europe’s sovereigns, banks and currency continued to accumulate.   

But the whiff of a new deal – using ECB leverage to bolster the fire 
power of the EFSF to €2 trillion and using the EIB to buy sovereign debt 
– has the market excited again.  Equities are up strongly today, credit 
spreads have narrowed, the AUD has bounced and bonds have been 
trashed.  We don’t know how far this will run.  But our suspicion is that 
the markets will listen, and perhaps even buy, the coordinated message 
that policy-makers have suddenly got serious.  Or, coming at it the other 
way – would you want to take the risk that your outstandingly successful 
long bond and short equity positions evaporate?  Remember, there was 
a powerful ‘risk-on’ rally this time last year, before the rut set in again. 

We’re inclined to short bonds in line with our forecasts that yields will 
rise.  There is a sense the market is overbought.  As Philip Brown shows 
in his article from page 3, coverage ratios have declined in recent ACGB 
bond tenders.  Australian sovereign CDS spreads have also widened a 
bit.  Similarly, Alex Stanley shows from page 6 that money markets are 
struggling to make new lows even though bonds have kept rallying.  
Perhaps some of those technical factors the RBA suggested had 
impacted OIS pricing in August are finally giving way to reality? 

But there is a risk that Europe’s plans could come unstuck at any time.  
After all, most European parliaments have not yet ratified the last great 
deal.  Sentiment would get even worse if this great hope failed to 
materialise.  And then where would bond yields be?  So we keep to our 
current strategy of avoiding outright calls other than at the very front end 
of the market, where we think direct mis-pricing of the RBA is worth a 
dabble.  Otherwise, in the rates space, we prefer to be short AUD swap 
against NZD at the front end of the curve, and Commonwealth bonds 
versus Treasuries in the 10-year sector.   

Looking ahead, in Australia this week we face up to the August RBA 
credit data, RPData-Rismark house prices and ABS job vacancy 
(quarterly) reports – none of that seems likely to provide much cheer or 
impact current rates pricing.  The US has plenty of data, most of which 
we would also categorise as second tier until perhaps the Chicago PMI 
on Friday (where there has to be a risk of a greater fall than the 1.5pt 
drop to 55 that is consensus).  That pretty much leaves the great hope of 
the EFSF and EIB sovereign bond buying as the big issue to keep 
watching this week. 
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The total volume of bids at ACGB auctions has 
fallen significantly 

Source:  CBA, Bloomberg 
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Key Positions 

 

The strong sell-off over the past few days has helped our ACGB to UST spread trade and our two short AUD positions.   

The AUD to NZD 1Y swap position is going very well, with the 1Y AUD swap having sold-off and the trade continues to gain 
from the carry.  The 3M OIS trade is a little bit too short to have sold-off too far directly, but the trade continues to make a 
substantial profit from carry.  The 3M OIS trade has now decayed to slightly shorter more than a six-week trade.  If the 
European deal comes together, there might even be a sell-off at the front-end. 

We are quite happy with our overall exposure at this point.  We are not changing our recommended trades at all. 

We are a little concerned that the exuberance in Europe will fade, but at the same time we do think Australian rates should 
rise.  Those two are not contradictory; we were starting to see signs of a relative sell-off in Australian rates before the global 
sell-off of the last couple of days.   

 

Key Trades 

Trade Entry Curent Profit Target Stop Comment 
Buy a 3M ATM option on the 
ACGB Jun-14 against selling a 
3M ATMF receiver on the 3Y 
AUD swap.  (Conditional bull 
spread widener) 

Entry cost 2.5bp 
 
Effective spread: 
47bp:  4.28 and 
4.75 
(19-Jul-11) 

Bond: 3.60 
 
Swap: 4.15 
 
Spread 55bp

+5.5bp   Hold: Bond and swaps have both rallied 
and, as we expected, continued volatility 
has widened swap spreads. 

Buy an AUD bear flattener.  
3M*3Y vs 3M*10Y 

Option Strikes:  
5.075 and 5.895. 
Entry cost 3bp.  
Entry slope 82bp 
(23-Jul-11) 

Current 
slope 69bp –
but well 
OTM 

-3bp 
(spent the 
premium) 

  Hold:  The curve has been flattening, and 
selling off, but the options are clearly 
OTM.  If this trend continues there might 
be some money in the trade. 

Buy the NAB Apr-13 as an ASW 
against selling the NAB Apr-13 
FRN 

+11bp 
(3-Aug-11) 

+13 -2bp 0bp 17bp Hold:  There is little reason for the ASW 
fixed rate to be different to the FRN price.

Pay 3M OIS 4.41% 
(16-Aug-11) 

4.43% +28bp 
(incl carry) 

4.78% 4.20% Hold: The trade is now half-over – and 
there hasn’t been an RBA change.  By 
comparison, the 1M OIS is 4.68 – that’s 
where the profit comes from. 

Pay 1Y AUD swap and receive 
1Y NZD swap 

100bp 
(22-Aug-11) 

124bp 24bp + 
12bp carry 
= 36bp 

160bp 80bp Hold: The extent of monetary policy 
divergence priced by the market is too 
wide, especially on the AUD leg. 

Pay 5Y ZCS against receiving 
BEI on the Aug-15 bond 

+14bp 
(22-Aug-11) 

+16bp +2bp +70bp -5bp Hold:  An insurance trade, if the market 
keeps rallying, the spread should widen.  It 
is currently mid-range 

Buy the WATC Oct-19, sell 
NSWTC May-20 

-6bp 
(13-Sep-11) 

-5bp -1bp -16bp 0bp Hold:  WATC-NSWTC spreads have 
narrowed lately, but fundamentals are 
moving the other way. 

Buy the QTC Feb-20, sell EIB 
Aug-20 

39bp 
(13-Sep-11) 

46bp +7bp 60bp 32bp Hold:  The QTC has underperformed 
sharply, but should recover.  Reverse is 
true for EIB. 

Buy the USD 10Y against the 
AUD 10Y  (May-21 ACGB and 
Aug-21 UST) 

208bp 
(19-Sep-11) 

227bp +19bp 240bp 195bp Hold:  The US 10Y yield is likely to be kept 
lower in a recovery scenario. 
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The AOFM is willing but the bid is weak 

Philip Brown – Fixed Income Quantitative Strategist – 61 3 9675 7522 – philip.brown@cba.com.au 

 Recent ACGB nominal bond auctions have been poorly supported, with low coverage ratios and wide spreads. 

 This doesn’t seem to be a credit issue.  Instead, the exceptionally low yield seems, finally, to be hitting home. 

 We have already positioned with a 10Y ACGB to UST spread widener to capture this move  
 
 

  

The Australian bond market has rallied 
substantially over recent weeks.  But recent 
poor bidding at bond tenders and a widening of 
the Australian Sovereign CDS suggests some 
stress is starting to show through.  We are not 
overly concerned about either, but do suspect 
bonds may underperform for a short period. 
They will sitll be prone to large rallies if there is 
further poor news from Europe or the US.  But 
we are happy to stick with our AUS-US 10yr 
widening trade so long as Asia holds up. 

Bond Tenders – weak, but given the 
yield a reasonable performance 

The last two bond tenders have resulted in 
quote low bid/cover ratios (see Figure 1).  The 
21 Sep auction of 10Y bonds had a bid/cover 
ratio of only 1.91, while the 23 Sep auction of 
7Y bonds had a b/c ratio of just 1.71.  The 10 
Aug auction had a b/c ratio of 1.70, but prior to 
that the lowest ratio was the 27 January 2010 
auction with only 1.45 times. 

We are not particular fans of the bid/cover ratio 
as a measure of auction performance.  The 
AOFM has recently increased the average size 
of an auction.  Until April 2011, the AOFM 
tended to limit a 10Y auction to a volume of 
$500m and $700m for shorter bonds.  Since 
April, the AOFM has issued $700m at both 
tenders each week, including the longer bonds.  
The result of the policy change is that the longer 
term bond’ bid-cover ratio appears to have 
fallen sharply (Figure 1).  At least some of the 
fall in bid/cover ratios is because the auction 
size has increased.  

Some  – but not all – of the fall in b/c ratios 
around May-2011 is because of the change in 
auction size, but the two most recent auctions 
really have had much smaller bidding pools 
than previously.  Figure 2 shows the total 
amount of bids for each auction since 2007.  
The sharp drop-off in the last two auctions is 
obvious. 

The final measure we present is the auction 
“tail” – the spread between the lowest yield bid 
and the highest successful yield bid at the 
auction.  As figure 3 shows, this measure has 

Figure 1:  Bid/cover ratios by maturity bucket 

Source:  CBA, Bloomberg 

 

Figure 2:  Total Bids Received at AOFM 
auctions 

Source:  CBA, Bloomberg 
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increased a little at recent auctions, but not 
terribly far.  Occasionally there has been a 2bp 
spread, but not usually much more than that.  
The last two auctions have not been particularly 
poor on this measure, but the up-tick is clear. 

The conclusion is inescapable – there is less 
demand for Australian bonds now than a few 
weeks ago.  The real question, though, is why. 

Credit or yield? 

The two main reasons a sovereign bond would 
perform poorly at auction are, in essence, credit 
and yield.  The bond will perform poorly when 
there are concerns about the sovereign’s 
solvency.  The bonds will also perform poorly if 
the credit is fine, but the yields are too low to 
attract real money buyers.  

On a qualitative basis, Australia’s credit remains 
impeccable.  S&P reiterated the AAA rating just 
last week.  However, the CDS, which is a more 
immediately quantifiable measure of sovereign 
credit, shows Australia’s risk widening.   

The wider CDS may not tell us much, however.  
First, many other countries’ CDS have widened 
over the past few weeks.  Australia has, in fact, 
outperformed Germany since mid-year.   

Second, the CDS can be influenced by many 
other effects, not least of which is hedgers 
trying to take protection against exposure to an 
economy as a whole.  The great Australian story 
has attracted a large number of investors over 
recent years who may suddenly be seeking to 
lower exposures in a ‘risk-off’ environment’.  
Australian banks CDS have also widened 
recently and there tends to be a very strong 
correlation back to the Australian sovereign.  
But Figure 5 shows the response in sovereign 
CDS is weaker than back in 2008, so it does 
seem the re-rating of Australia remains intact.   

As a final point, the ACGB linker auctions 
remain very strongly supported (5.20 times 
bid/cover this morning) which reinforces that 
credit is not an issue. 

So, if credit is not really the main driver of the 
current weakness in bond auctions, what is?  
The next obvious example would be the 
exceptionally low outright yields available at the 
moment.  Figure 6 shows the yields at AOFM 
bond auctions have dropped substantially since 
March.   

This is not really a surprise since the bond 
auctions are, more or less, the prevailing bond 
yields at the time.  What Figure 6 should drive 
home is that investment in new bonds is now 
much less attractive than it has been in 
previous years. 

Figure 3:  Spread between highest and lowest 
successful bids 

Source:  CBA, Bloomberg 

Figure 4: 5Y CDS spreads of various countries 

 

Source:  CBA, Bloomberg 

Figure 5: Australia and the big four banks 

 

Source:  CBA, Bloomberg 
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And yet the bond yields remain, in many ways, 
very low.  We have suggested in the past that 
the discrepancy between bond yields and bond 
positioning could be a function of a divergence 
of views between onshore and offshore 
investors.  Australian investors have been 
extremely short (duration) due to the fact that 
the entire bond curve rests below the 4.75% 
cash rate.  The chart in the accompanying 
article by Alex Stanley shows most economists 
still don’t agree with the rate cuts being priced. 
But offshore investors hold different views on 
yields, worrying more about the relative 
performance of the market, broader portfolio 
considerations and liquidity in times of stress. 

A second, related explanation is that investors 
will, sometimes, deliberately hold instruments 
that must make a loss, merely because that is 
deemed the best possible outcome.  For 
example, both US Treasury bills and Swiss 
bonds have traded with a negative nominal 
yield recently.  There is no way that these 
investments will return a profit.  At an extreme, 
it is possible that Australian bond investors are 
making the same calculation, but we doubt that.

Instead, it is sometimes rational to invest in a 
product with a negative expected return, if that 
return is the least negative.  Given that the ASX 
200 is down 16% year-to-date, a 2Y bond 
which is expected to sell-off only 50bp may 
seem quite attractive.  The strong bid for bonds 
may also been exacerbated because of the 
relative scarcity of other AAA bonds to invest 
(even semi spreads have been widening)  

Technical factors approaching Sep 30? 

It is possible that the lack of a bond bid is being 
driven by the approaching year-end for three of 
the major banks at September 30.  We doubt 
those banks are large enough to be responsible 
for all this reaction, but it may be exacerbating 
an already weak market. 

We expect the bonds to sell-off 

We believe the market is starting to tire of the 
yields available at the auctions, leading towards 
an underperformance by ACGBs.  We have 
already established a short ACGB trade vs UST, 
so do not wish to double up at this point.  
However, we are heartened that the bonds are 
starting to struggle at auction – it seems to us 
that some more sanity may be returning to the 
world and the force behind current, 
exceptionally low cash-rate pricing may be 
starting to moderate. 

 

Figure 6: Yield paid at auction by AOFM 

Source:  CBA, Bloomberg 
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“Technical factors” or facts – where to for Australia’s money markets? 

Alex Stanley – Associate Analyst Fixed Income – 61 2 9118 1125 – alex.stanley@cba.com.au 

 In the September meeting minutes, the RBA said cash rate pricing is being distorted by “technical factors”.  

 In our view, market positioning and the relatively high level of Australian rates, compared to the broader world, are 
the main “technical” factors driving rate cut pricing.  

 We consider the role of these factors and remain biased to be short the very front end of the Aussie curve.  
 

 The front end of the Aussie curve has 
persistently priced RBA rate cuts since June. As 
global conditions deteriorated in August, the 
market took the implied cash rate sharply 
towards its 2008 low point of 3%. A simple 
interpretation of this pricing tells us that market 
participants expect the RBA to rapidly cut the 
cash rate by around 150bp by next September. 

Yet most market participants we speak to think 
the market is pricing an excessively low cash 
rate. Some of that might reflect a small chance 
of an extreme event causing the RBA to slash 
rates by a big margin quickly. But the market 
has gone beyond pricing a small chance of an 
emergency.  Yet, current pricing still doesn’t 
equate to what the average participant thinks 
the cash rate will be in the months ahead.    

It’s clear that other factors are holding short end 
rates down. In their September meeting minutes 
released last week, the RBA suggested the 
usual interpretation of market pricing for the 
cash rate is being distorted by a range of 
“technical factors” This characterisation follows 
the RBA’s decision not to use market pricing as 
an assumption for their growth and inflation 
forecasts in the August Statement on Monetary 
Policy.  The RBA also pointed to positioning as 
a distorting factor in the September RBA 
Bulletin.  It seems the RBA have had that view 
for a while now.  

What are the “technical” factors? 

In our view, the rally at the front end of the 
Aussie curve since August reflects a couple of 
“technical” factors beyond RBA rate 
expectations.  

Firstly, in the lead up to the sharp rise in global 
market volatility in August, domestic players in 
the Aussie market were largely positioned for 
higher rates. Hence, the path of least resistance 
for the market amid the panic of early August 
was for lower rates, as stops were triggered and 
selling pressure was exhausted. Figure 2 shows 
the significance of the jump in Aussie rate 
volatility through August.   

We noted recently (Weekly Strategy, 23-Aug) 
that market segmentation could also be playing 

Figure 1 – 3Y yield and 6 month cash rate futures 
yield  

Source: Bloomberg, CBA 

 

 

Figure 2 – 3Y implied and realised swaption 
volatility 

Source: Bloomberg, CBA 
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a part in rate cut pricing. Offshore players could 
be using futures and OIS to bet on rate cuts, 
while bank balance sheets are natural receivers 
of OIS.  

Another technical factor driving Aussie rates 
lower is foreign buying. Figure 3 shows 
Australia’s Government bond yields are the 
highest among AAA sovereigns. Hence, Aussie 
bond yields had the greatest scope to fall in the 
event of a severe global downturn. Proving this 
isn’t simple, as tracking allocations in the 
Aussie market from offshore is far from an exact 
science.  But foreign appetite for AUD and 
ACGBs has clearly been strong (Figure 4).  
Disquiet with competing markets would likely 
add to that bid for bonds, and domestic 
investors clearly have limited firepower to sell 
into the market. 

Figure 1 shows, however, that while the initial 
rally in bonds helped take cash rate pricing to 
new lows, that impact is slowly fading as 
market participants look to take advantage of 
the apparent anomalies at the very front end of 
the curve (as we have been doing).  Perhaps the 
impact of technical factors is now fading? 

Positioning for reality 

The magnitude of RBA rate cuts priced into the 
short end of the Aussie curve is exaggerated. 
Gauging where market participants really 
expect the cash rate to go requires a bit of 
guesswork. Figure 5 shows the consensus of 
Market Economists cash rate expectations has 
also shifted lower as global downside risks have 
intensified.  But the consensus still thinks the 
RBA will be on hold for the remainder of 2011. 
Conversely, cash rate futures imply just under 
75bp of rate cuts by December.  

In line with the consensus, our Economists think 
the RBA will keep rates on hold for the rest of 
the year.  However, as price action over the last 
week amply demonstrates, market sentiment is 
in a very fragile state. There is also significant 
event risk in the coming weeks. For instance, if 
European leaders fail to ratify the EFSF 
expansion from their July agreement, then 
Aussie rates could rally even further.  

(Philip Brown notes in his article on page 3, 
however, that recent ACGB bond tender results 
suggest that the market is starting to strain a 
little with these exceptionally low rates.) 

In this environment, we prefer not to enter short 
positions further out the curve. We entered a 
paid 3M OIS position in mid August at 4.41%. 
The attractiveness of the position then, as it is 
now, is the positive carry from floating rate sets 
at 4.75%. Our other rates positions are relative 
calls against the NZD swap and US Treasuries. 
Both also benefit from positive carry. .  

Figure 3 –10Y sovereign yields and credit rating 

Source: Bloomberg, CBA 

Figure 4 – Foreign bond ownership and the AUD

 

Source: ABS, Bloomberg, CBA 

Figure 5 – Distribution of Market Economists 
cash rate expectations for the end of 2011. 

Source: Bloomberg, CBA 
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Key Views 
   

United States 

 Tactical 
(<1 mth) 

Strategic 
(>3 mths) 

The US economy has slowed.  The Q2 GDP figures and revisions to prior quarters confirmed US growth is 
running at a slower pace than the market and Fed had anticipated earlier in the year. The recovery in the 
labour market remains slow, with August Payrolls disappointing (0k).  Inflation has moderated as energy 
prices have fallen.  

There are heightened downside risks to the US outlook, ranging from fiscal contraction to more European 
instability. After committing to keeping the Fed Funds rate at “exceptionally low levels” through to mid 2013, 
the Fed stepped up policy accommodation again in September with a $400bn duration extension of their 
Treasury portfolio.  As a result of this policy and flight-to-quality flows, long end US 10Y treasury yields have 
declined significantly. We look for US yields to hold broadly steady over the remainder of 2011, before a 
gradual rise and steepening in 2012. 

Policy rate 0.1% 0.1% 

10yr bond 2.00% 2.20% 

2/10 curve 175bp 190bp 

USD/JPY 76.00 77.00 

EUR/USD 1.3400 1.3800 

The convergence of European bond yields towards US yields and the re-emerging risks in selected European sovereigns have reignited the USD 
safe-haven currency status.  The 3-month EUR basis swap remains elevated, reflecting the higher cost of swapping EUR into USD.  European 
banks require USD funding because they have USD liabilities.  While the EUR 3-month basis swap remains wide, the EUR will continue to be sold 
into rallies.The stresses in Europe mean downside risks continue for EUR and GBP. The USD index rose 2% last week, and at one stage was over 
7% above its level in late August.  However, sentiment has improved this week on reports that European officials are working towards 
significantly enhanced support mechanisms for troubled sovereigns and the broader European financial system.  Improved risk appetite has seen 
the USD ease over the first days of this week.  However, renewed US recession fears, or negative European developments could see this reverse, 
and USD appreciation resume. This is where the risks clearly reside. 

Australia 

 Tactical 
(<1 mth) 

Strategic 
(>3 mths) 

Recent economic data has been mixed and confirms the multi-speed nature of growth.  Inflation has picked 
up, and although headline inflation is well above the target band, underlying inflation is not. The ABS has 
muddied the waters slightly for underlying inflation and it is now less clear if underlying inflation is a concern.  
Unemployment has risen slightly to 5.3%. The RBA considered hiking rates in August, but the tone in 
September was more neutral and they now seem firmly on hold, partly due to elevated financial market 
volatility.  Market concern over European sovereigns and banks is being felt and is likely to continue.  
Australian BBSW/OIS spreads will likely remain high.   

The medium term outlook is more positive. We see the fundamental strength exerted by high commodity 
prices and booming investment as eventually pushing the RBA to tighten policy in 2012-13.  Our bias is 
toward a flatter curve over time. 10Y Australian spreads to US should widen in 2011 as the relative strength 
of the Australian economy is contrasted against the US weakness, before tightening when US bond yields 
eventually start to rise late in 2012. 

Global growth threats and the consequent weaker outlook for key commodity prices continue to generate 
downside risks for the AUD, which dropped nearly 10% during September.  However, over the past two 
days, improved financial market sentiment has seen the AUD lift 2% off the low point for the month.  In the 
current environment, the AUD direction will largely be driven market sentiment regarding global growth 
threats.  Accordingly, the AUD is very sensitive to the developments in Europe at present.  However, over 
the medium term, we expect ongoing strong growth in China will continue to support key commodity prices, 
Australian exports, and in turn the AUD.  Australia’s AAA sovereign rating and relatively high interest rates 
will also provide support for the AUD.  But for now, the AUD will continue to be sold into rallies. 

Policy rate 4.75% 4.75% 

10yr bond 4.40% 4.70% 

3/10 curve 60bp 20bp 

10yr EFP 65bp 55bp 

10yr v US 230bp 250 

AUD/USD 1.0000 1.0400 

   

New Zealand 

 Tactical 
(<1 mth) 

Strategic 
(>3 mths) 

The NZ economy is recovering after the Christchurch earthquake and domestic developments have been 
encouraging.  However, the RBNZ has been sidelined by global risks. Increases in the OCR are now largely 
dependent on the global outlook, and specifically developments in Europe. The QII NZ GDP data 
disappointed, but taken with the better Q1 result and considering the disruption caused by the Christchurch 
earthquake, the NZ economy is in reasonable shape.  

Lower global growth prospects and a paring back of RBNZ rate hike expectations have contributed to the 
NZD easing over August and September.  Because of the market positioning, uncertainty in the Eurozone 
has impacted the AUD more than the NZD over most of September.  While the NZD is subject to the same 
downside risk as the AUD, positioning suggests downside risk to the AUD/NZD during periods of risk 
aversion.  However, over the last week, the NZD has underperformed the AUD following the release of weak 
QII GDP data which fell short of market expectations.  

Over the medium term, NZD should find support from ongoing strength in key export commodity prices, and 
re-firming expectations of a 50bpt RBNZ rate hike in early 2012.  The significant rebuild of Christchurch and 
the Rugby World Cup should support the economic recovery, and GDP growth is expected to pick up from 
the disappointing 0.1% QoQ expansion recorded in QII.  

Policy rate 2.50% 3.00% 

10yr bond 4.40% 4.80% 

2/10 swap 
curve 

200bp 190bp 

10yr v US 240 260 

10yr v AUS 10bp 20bp  

NZD/USD 0.8000 0.8300 

AUD/NZD 1.2750 1.2683 
\\\ 
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Cash Rate Pricing 

 

 
 
 
 

Source:  All data sourced from Bloomberg.  Rates displayed are calculated using IB Futures (Australia), FF Futures (US) and OIS in all other 
currencies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Australian Cash Rate Pricing New Zealand OCR Pricing US Fed Funds Pricing
Cum. % chance Cum. % chance Cum. % chance

Rate of +25bp Rate of +25bp Rate of +25bp
Current 4.75 0 Current 2.50 0 Current 0.10 0
4-Oct-11 4.66 -37 27-Oct-11 2.47 -11 2-Nov-11 0.08 -6
1-Nov-11 4.38 -148 8-Dec-11 2.45 -19 13-Dec-11 0.09 -6
6-Dec-11 4.03 -288 26-Jan-12 2.66 64 25-Jan-12 0.09 -4
7-Feb-12 3.67 -433 8-Mar-12 2.55 19 13-Mar-12 0.10 -1
6-Mar-12 3.47 -511 26-Apr-12 2.66 64 25-Apr-12 0.09 -2
3-Apr-12 3.39 -545 14-Jun-12 2.62 50 20-Jun-12 0.08 -7
1-May-12 3.36 -554 1-Aug-12 2.67 67 31-Jul-12 0.09 -4
5-Jun-12 3.37 -552 12-Sep-12 0.09 -4
3-Jul-12 3.35 -561 24-Oct-12 0.10 0

Candian Rate Pricing EUR EONIA Pricing UK SONIA Pricing
Cum. % chance Cum. % chance Cum. % chance

Rate of +25bp Rate of +25bp Rate of +25bp
Current 1.20 0 Current Target 1.50 Current 0.53 0
25-Oct-11 0.79 -94 6-Oct-11 0.85 -261 6-Oct-11 0.53 0
6-Dec-11 0.89 -56 3-Nov-11 0.63 -346 10-Nov-11 0.51 -11
18-Jan-12 0.76 -110 8-Dec-11 0.57 -370 8-Dec-11 0.48 -22
29-Feb-12 0.72 -123 12-Jan-12 0.59 -366 5-Jan-12 0.51 -9
11-Apr-12 0.62 -163 9-Feb-12 0.54 -384 8-Mar-12 0.43 -42
30-May-12 0.63 -162 8-Mar-12 0.53 -387 5-Apr-12 0.41 -48

4-Apr-12 0.57 -371 10-May-12 0.41 -48
7-Feb-13 0.62 -352 7-Jun-12 0.40 -55
7-Mar-13 0.62 -352 5-Jul-12 0.38 -61
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CBA Forecasts: 

 
 

   

Cash rate 27-Sep Sep-11 Dec-11 Mar-12 Jun-12 Sep-12 Dec-12
US 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Australia 4.75 4.75 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.25 5.25
New  Zealand 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.00
United Kingdom 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75 1.00
Eurozone 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25
China 6.31 6.56 6.56 6.56 6.81 6.81 7.06
Japan 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
2-yr bond yield 27-Sep Sep-11 Dec-11 Mar-12 Jun-12 Sep-12 Dec-12
US 0.24 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.40 0.50
Australia 3.64 3.80 4.40 4.60 4.90 5.10 5.20
New  Zealand 2.82 3.00 3.50 3.90 4.20 4.40 4.60
United Kingdom 0.56 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.80 1.20 1.50
Eurozone 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.60 1.00 1.50 2.00
Japan 0.13 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.40
10-yr bond yield 27-Sep Sep-11 Dec-11 Mar-12 Jun-12 Sep-12 Dec-12
US 1.94 2.00 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.40 2.60
Australia 4.20 4.40 4.70 4.70 4.80 4.90 5.00
New  Zealand 4.24 4.40 4.80 5.00 5.00 5.20 5.30
United Kingdom 2.47 2.40 2.50 2.50 2.60 2.80 3.00
Eurozone 1.90 2.00 2.30 2.40 2.60 2.70 2.70
Japan 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.50

Currencies 27-Sep Sep-11 Dec-11 Mar-12 Jun-12 Sep-12 Dec-12
AUD/USD 0.99 0.98 1.04 1.07 1.08 1.08 1.08
AUD/JPY 75.51 74.54 80.08 82.39 83.16 84.24 85.32
AUD/EUR 0.73 0.72 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.76
AUD/GBP 0.64 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.67

AUD/CAD 1.01 1.00 1.04 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06
AUD/NZD 1.26 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29
USD/JPY 76.43 76.31 77.00 77.00 77.00 78.00 79.00
EUR/USD 1.35 1.35 1.39 1.43 1.44 1.44 1.43

GBP/USD 1.55 1.54 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.64 1.62
USD/CAD 1.03 1.03 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98
NZD/USD 0.79 0.78 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.84
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Calendar – September 2011 

 
 

Note:  Figures in brackets represent previous result (if available).  All information is preliminary and subject to revision.  Chief Economist: Michael Blythe ph: 9118-1101     Economist: James McIntyre: 9118-1100

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Early October Central Bank Meetings 1 2
AU NSW Labour Day Holiday, Oct (3 Oct) EZ ECB (8 Sep) AU AI-Group PMI, Aug, Index, (43.4) EU PPI, Jul, m/y%ch, (0.0/5.9)
AU Trade balance, Aug (4 Oct) JP BoJ (7 Sep) AU Capex, QII, q/y%ch, 5.0/18.4, (3.4/10.6) UK PMI construction, Aug, Index, (53.5)
AU Building approvals, Aug (4 Oct) AU Reserve Bank of Australia (6 Sep) AU Retail trade, Jul, m%ch, 0.3, (-0.1) US Non-farm payrolls,  Aug, '000, (117)
AU RBA meeting (4 Oct) CA Bank of Canada rate (7 Sep) NZ Terms of Trade Index, QII, q%ch, (0.9) US Unemployment rate, Aug, %, (9.1)
AU Retail trade (5 Oct) UK BoE (8 Sep) CH PMI Manufacturing, Aug, Index, (50.7) US Avg hrly earnings, Aug, m/y%ch, (0.4/2.3)
AU Housing finance, Aug (12 Oct) NZ RBNZ (15 Sep) JP Vehicle sales, Aug, y%ch, (-27.6) CH Non-Manuf PMI Aug, Index, (59.6) (Sat 3 Sep)
AU Labour force, Aug (13 Oct) US FOMC (20/21 Sep) EU/GE/UK PMI manufacturing, Aug, Index, (49.7/52/49.1)

GE GDP, QII, q/y%ch, (0.1/2.7)
US Construction spending, Jul, m%ch, (0.2)
US ISM manufacturing, Aug, Index, (50.9)
US Total vehicle sales, Aug, mn, (12.2)

5 6 7 8 9
AU CBA/Ai-Group Perf of Serv Index, Aug, (48.8) AU Current acc deficit, QII, $bn, -8.0, (-10.5) AU RBA Governor Glenn Stevems speaks in Perth AU Labour force, Aug NZ Credit card spending, Aug, m%ch, (0.2)
AU TD inflat gauge Aug, m/y%ch, , (0.3/3.2) AU Net export contrib, QII, ppt, 0.2, (-2.4) AU Ai-Group PCI, Aug, Index, (36.1)   employment, '000, 12, (-0.1) CH PPI/CPI, Aug, y%ch, (7.5/6.5)
AU Company profits, QII, q%ch, 2.0, (-2.0) AU Government Finance statsitics, QII AU GDP, QII, q/y%ch, 0.8/0.4 (-1.2/1.0)   unemployment rate, %, 5.0, (5.1) CH Industrial production, Aug, y%ch, (14.0)
AU Inventories, QII, q%ch, 0.0, (0.4) AU Housing finance, Jul, m%ch JP Leading / Coincident index CI, Jul, , (103.2/108.8)   participation rate, %, 65.6, (65.6) CH Retail sales, Aug, y%ch, (17.2)
AU ANZ Job ads, Aug, m%ch, (-0.7)    No. of own-occupiers, %, -1.0, (0.0) JP BoJ target rate, %, 0-0.10, (0-0.10) NZ Manufacturing activity QII, q%ch, (2.9) JP GDP, QII, q%ch, (-0.3)
EU PMI services/composite, Aug, Index, (51.5/51.1)    Value of all loans, %, 2.0, (0.0) GE Industrial production, Jul, m/y%ch, (-1.1/6.7) JP Curr a/c total/adjusted, Jul, ¥bn, (526.9/922.8) JP Consumer confidence, Aug, Index, (37)
EU Retail sales, Jul, m/y%ch, (0.9/-0.4) AU RBA cash rate, %, 4.75, (4.75) UK Industrial production, Jul, m/y%ch, (0.0/-0.3) JP Machine orders, Jul, m/y%ch, (7.7/17.9) GE CPI, Aug, m/y%ch
GE/UK PMI services, Aug, Index, (50.4/55.4) AU NSW Budget UK NIESR GDP estimate,  Aug, m%ch, (0.6) EU ECB announces int. rate, %, 1.50, (1.50) UK PPI Input/Output/core, Aug, y%ch, (18.5/5.9/3.3)

EU GDP, QII, q/y%ch, (0.2/1.7) US Federal Reserve Beige Book UK BoE announces rates, %, 0.50, (0.50) UK Total trade balance, Jul, £bn, (-4.5)
GE Factory orders, Jul, m/y%ch, (1.8/9.5) CA Bank of Canada, %, 1.00, (1.00) US Trade balance, Jul, $bn, (-53.1) US Wholesale inventories, Jul, m%ch, (0.6)
UK New car registrations, Aug, y%ch, (-3.5) US Consumer credit, Jul, $bn, (15.5) CA Unemployment rate, Aug, %, (7.2)
US ISM non-manufacturing, Aug, Index, (52.7) CA Building permits, Jul, m%ch, (2.1) CA Net change in employment, Aug, '000, (7.1)

CA Housing price index, Jul, m/y%ch, (0.3/2.1) CA Housing starts, Aug, '000, (205.1)
CA Trade balance Jul, C$, (-1.6) CH Trade balance, Aug, US$bn, (31.5) (Sat 10 Sep)

12 13 14 15 16
AU Trade balance Jul, $bn, 2.0, (2.1) AU NAB Bus conf/cond, Aug, Index, (2/-1) AU MI/WBC Consumer Sent, Sep, Index, (89.6) AU MI Consumer Inflation Exp., Sep, %, (2.7) EU New car registrations Jul, y%ch, (-8.1)
JP Domestic CGPI, Aug, m/y%ch, (0.2/2.9) NZ Food prices, Aug, m%ch, (2.0) AU DEWR skilled vacancies, Aug, AU MI Unemp. Expt., Sep, Index, (135.1) EU Current account, Jul, €bn, (-7.4)

UK RICS house price balance, Aug, %, (-22.0) AU CPI Seasonal adjustment paper AU Labour Force - Industry, Aug EU Trade balance Jul, €bn, (-1.6)
UK CPI, Aug, m/y%ch, (0.0/4.4); core, y%ch, (3.1) AU Dwelling commencements, QII, q%ch, (f) -2.0 (2.7) AU Motor veh. sales, Aug, m/y%ch, (8.6/0.9) US Uni. Of Michigan confidence, Sep, Index
US Import price index, Aug, m/y%ch, (0.3/1.4) JP Industrial production, Jul, AU RBA Bulletin - QIII 2011

JP Capacity utilisation, Jul, m%ch, (5.2) NZ RBNZ official cash rate, %, 2.50, (2.50)
EU Industrial production Jul, m/y%ch, (-0.7/2.9) NZ Business PMI, Aug, Index, (53.2)
UK ILO unemployment rate (3mths), Jul, %, (7.9) EU ECB Monthly report 
US Producer price index Aug, m/y%ch, (0.2/7.2) EU CPI, Aug, m/y%ch, (-0.6/x.x); core, y%ch, (1.2)
US Retail sales, Aug, m%ch, (0.5) UK Retail sales, Aug, m/y%ch, (0.2/0.0)
US Business inventories, Jul, m%ch, (0.3) US CPI, Aug, m/y%ch, (0.5/3.6); core, (0.2/1.8)

US Current account balance, QII, US$bn, (-119.3)
US Industrial production, Aug, m%ch, (0.9)

19 20 21 22 23
NZ PSI, Aug, Index, (54.5) AU RBA Board minutes, September NZ Visitor arrivals, Aug, m%ch, (2.0) NZ GDP, QII, q/y%ch, (0.8/1.4) AU RBA Financial Stability Review
EU Construction output, Jul, m/y%ch, (-1.8/-11.3) EU/GE ZEW survey (econ. sentiment), Sep, (-40/-37.6) NZ Credit card spending, Aug, m/y%ch, (1.0/7.3) EU Industrial new orders, Jul, m/y%ch, (-0.7/11.1)
US NAHB housing market index, Sep, (15) US Housing starts, Aug, '000, (604) JP Trade bal total/adj, Aug, ¥bn, (72.5/-130.5) US Leading indicators, Aug, m%ch, (0.5)

US Building permits, Aug, '000, (597) UK Bank of England minutes CA Retail sales, Jul, m%ch, (0.7)
CA Leading indicators, Aug, m%ch, (0.2) US FOMC rate decision, %, 0-¼, (0-¼)
CA Wholesale sales,  Jul, m%ch, (0.2) US Existing home sales, Aug, mn/m%ch, (4.67/-3.5)

CA CPI, Aug, m/y%ch, (0.2/2.7)

26 27 28 29 30
NZ Trade balance, Aug, $mn, (129) US S&P/Case-Shiller home price ind., Jul, AU HIA new home sales Aug, AU ABS Job vacancies, Aug, q%ch, (-4.5) AU RP Data house prices, Aug, 
GE IFO - Business climate, Sep, Index, (108.7) US Richmond Fed, Sep, Index, (-10) GE CPI, Sep, AU Population growth, QI, q/y%ch, (0.3/1.5) AU Private sector credit, Aug,
GE Retail sales, Aug, US Durable goodes orders, Aug, m%ch, (4.0) JP Retail sales, Aug, AU Financial Accounts, QII
US New home sales, Aug, m%ch, (-0.7) CA Teranet House Prices, Jul, UK Net consumer credit, Aug, NZ Building permits, Aug,
US Dallas Fed, Sep, Index US GDP, QII, NZ NBNZ Business confidence, Sep, Index

US Pending home sales, Aug, JP CPI, Aug, (0.2)
JP Industrial/Vehicle production, Aug,
JP Construction orders/Housing starts, Aug,
US Personal income/spending, Aug,
US Uni. Of Michigan confidence, Sep, Index
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